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X-Dream
the Future is Now
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Very light and perfectly 
balanced, with the X-Dream 
the future is now. 
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For a company of dreamers used to looking to the future, marked 
by innovation, and striving for the advancement of climbing by fair 
means, the X-Dream marks a pivotal moment in ice climbing history. 
Truly the most versatile technical ice tool ever conceived, the X-Dream 
has been used and abused by top athletes in terrain as varied as the 
huge faces of the Himalaya to world cup competitions. 

C.a.M.P. is an authentic mountain brand that manufactures 
authentic mountain equipment. The head offices remain situated in 
the small mountain village of Premana in Valvarrone (Central Alps) 
of northern Italy. In the 1920s, the company was tasked with the 
production of ice axes for the Italian Army Alpine Troops. Then in the 
1970s, C.A.M.P. developed the legendary Hummingbird ice tool. It was 
the first modular-headed ice axe, an innovation “Outside” magazine 
called one of the hundred most influential pieces of gear of all time. 
Now in 2013, C.A.M.P. has moved from the head to the handle with 
a revolutionary patented system that delivers unmatched versatility 
making the X-Dream the go-to tool for ice, mixed and dry.

the X-Dream has no limits according to top level athletes like 
American alpinist and Himalayan guide Fabrizio Zangrilli and four-time 
ice climbing world champion Evgeny Kryvosheytsev from Ukraine. 
“Last year I took my X-Dreams to Italy, France, Colorado, Alaska and 
Nepal. They have taken a serious beating, climbed kilometers of walls, 
but still climb brilliantly!” remarks Zangrilli elated. 
“When I look back on my many years of ice climbing, I can remember 
many, many ice axes. But this is the past. The X-Dream is the future. 
It makes it so easy to climb any ice, mixed or alpine routes: it was my 
dream, now it’s my reality!” exclaims Kryvosheytsev.

Mixte

X-Trigger

X-Grip 2

X-Finger

X-Rest

Dreams come true, and natural 
monuments become huge 

human adventures. as these 
adventures become more 

extreme, the X-Dream is the 
magic wand that every ice 
climber will want to wave.
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ice axes are the part of our large line of technical gear that best 
represent C.A.M.P. as a company. Every model is designed in our 
R&D (Research & Development) Center that sits on top of our historic 
manufacturing facility in Premana where the axes continue to be 
forged, chopped, assembled and finished using the resources of the 
valley world-famous for its history in high-end metallurgy. Forty years 
ago, it was in this same building that the Hummingbird became the 
first step in the modularity universe. Today, the X-Dream builds on this 
same spirit of innovation.

as we said, the secret is in the handle. Despite its apparent 
importance, it is surprising how little attention has been paid to it 
historically. The X-Dream handle is a masterpiece of grip ergonomics 
resulting from the intensive study of the stressed hands of some of the 
world’s top climbers. It uses an advanced manufacturing technology 
with molded plastic overlaid on a 6 mm Ergal core (Ergal is an extremely 
light and strong aluminum alloy used in aerospace engineering) giving 
it the optimal blend of strength, insulation and comfort. R&D engineer 
and athlete Matteo Rivadossi who heads the X-Dream project, says 
the grip is surprisingly comfortable and demands less effort than any 
other ice axe: “We considered that ice climbers’ hands are different 
from normal hands, especially once they are covered by different 
models of gloves. This is why we spent so much time on developing 
systems to make the X-Dream handle so adaptable”.
Ice climbers can completely customize their X-Dream handles with the 
variety of inserts in the X-Rest and X-Finger. The X-Rest height insert 
raises the height of the handle’s interior by 5 mm. The X-Finger inserts 
for the trigger finger are available in two lengths (a simple bump out 
and a full-length rest) and can be flipped for millimetric adjustment 
based on the size of your hand. 
Rivadossi recommends taking the time to carefully customize 
your X-Dreams by changing the inserts, hanging on the axes, and 
measuring the differences in stamina and feel.
Such a comfortable and adaptable handle is amazing in itself, but 
the true innovation is in the patented adjustment system that allows 
climbers to change the angle of the handle relative to the pick. This is 
a break-through concept because it allows climbers to adapt the tool 
to very different kinds of terrain making it a true no-limits tool.

the angles of an ice tool determine its specific purpose and 
optimal terrain: ice, dry or competitions. If you consider the handle-
pick tangent line – for demonstration, lean your ice axe against a wall 
with just the pick and the handle touching – a modern ice tool features 
handle and pick internal angles around 45° and 100°. These angles 
have been optimized to deliver a natural and even-feeling swing as well 
as smooth penetration in ice. Technical rock and mixed competitions 
require something very different with hooking and torqueing being the 
primary forces. Axes designed specifically for this terrain require a 
‘tighter’ design with a handle angle of 55-60° and pick angle of 105° 
or more. The remarkable X-Dream gives climbers the choice between 
these configurations in a single tool.

X-Rest

X-Finger
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ease of use = amazing performance. By carrying nothing 
more than an allen key, it is possible to fine tune the swing of the 
X-Dream even during a climb (see below what Zangrilli says about 
the importance of this for adapting to the conditions of the day). The 
patented system is mechanically precise and virtually indestructible. In 
the Ice position, the X-Dream features angles of 48° at the handle and 
100° at the pick making it very similar to the popular X-All Mountain 
ice tool. In the Dry position, the angles shift to 60° and 105° for the 
aggressive hooking and torqueing demanded from extreme technical 
rock terrain. The X-Dream’s versatility quickly won over alpinists like 
Zangrilli and Kryvosheytsev, but also premier Italian ice and mixed 
climbers like Rossano Libera and Matteo Giglio. 
Libera says: “To buy the X-Dream means to buy two different tools... 
or even three! The X-Dream is designed for the most difficult climbs, 
but it’s amazing to see how this highly technical ice axe is also so 
functional on easy and not very steep terrain. Why? Because the 
X-Dream is very light and surprisingly balanced, it’s absolutely reliable 
in every situation”.
In Giglio’s opinion: “The ideal ice axe should allow a quick adjustment to 
ensure the best performance on both vertical ice and rock overhangs. 
In other words, it should provide the climber with a variety of picks and 
the ability to configure the angles of the tool. The X-Dream, without 
considering its other amazing features, is the only ice axe on the 
market that satisfies this double requirement”.

Fabrizio Zangrilli
World-class alpinist Fabrizio 
Zangrilli (born 1972) lives in 
Boulder (Colorado). He has 
climbed new alpine, ice, rock, 
big-wall and mixed routes 
around the world from Queen 
Maud Land (Antarctica) to the 
Alaska Range (Alaska). In 2007 
he completed an amazing 36 
hour round trip ascent from 
base camp to 8000 m and 
back via the Česen Route on 
the South face of K2.

Evgeny Kryvosheytsev
The ice climbing wizard and 
world champion in 2002, 
2003, 2005 and 2007 comes 
from Odessa (Ukraine). But 
Evgeny Kryvosheytsev (born 
1969) is also highly capable 
on rock, with a long list of 8c 
and 8c+ redpoints and several 
8b onsights. What is his 
secret? Certainly great natural 
talent, but also incredible 
perseverance in training, about 
which he is fanatical.

Rossano Libera
Italian Rossano Libera (born 
1969) is famous for having 
completed the first winter solo 
ascent of the legendary Cassin 
Route on the Northeast face of 
Pizzo Badile (Central Alps). He 
also climbed many impressive, 
still unrepeated new routes in 
the same Masino-Bregaglia 
Group. La matita (The pencil, 
WI6+), in the underappreciated 
Codera Valley, is his amazing 
ice masterpiece.

Matteo Giglio
Italian Matteo Giglio (born 
1973) is an all-rounder. He 
loves rock (his standard is 7b+ 
onsight and 8a on redpoint) 
and ice (WI7), so you can 
meet him both on Voyage 
selon Gulliver on the Grand 
Capucin and Supercouloir and 
Pinocchio on the Mont Blanc 
du Tacul. He has also climbed 
the Three North Faces of the 
Alps: Eiger (Heckmair and Le 
chant du cygne), Grandes 
Jorasses (Colton-McIntyre) and 
Matterhorn (Schmid).

M. Rivadossi at “X-Ice Park”, Ceresole Reale, Italy 
Ph. Mauro Galimberti
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the race pick is specifically designed for dry tooling and 
competitions. It turns the X-Dream into a hooking machine. It features 
a very sharp beak for grappling with rock, extremely aggressive teeth 
on the underside and teeth with dual configurations on the topside 
for undercuts and holes. We even eliminated the small flat hammer 
featured on the Mixte pick to reduce the weight further to just 108 
grams. The Race pick is also the most beefy pick since it needs to 
hold up to the extreme torsional forces typical of modern dry tooling. 
At just 4 cm from the tip, the cross-section of the Race pick widens 
from 3 mm to 4 mm. This is half the distance compared with the Mixte 
or Ice picks.

the picks, according to Giglio, are the other elements that make the difference. The X-Dream features three different 
picks characterized by their top quality genetic make up in materials, manufacturing and design. Each pick is precisely 
designed to handle the variables typical of the terrain it was designed to dominate. So precise are the designs, in fact, 
that the best pick for difficult dry tooling is almost unsuitable on ice with teeth on the topside making extraction difficult 
and a beak that would require an aggressive down-trending swing for something resembling the smooth penetration 
provided by the Ice pick. The angles of the picks have been measured to capitalize on the amazing features of the 
patented handle. The Mixte and Ice picks will work in both configurations with better performance on dry versus ice 
terrain being attained by switching the handle between the dry and ice positions. The Race pick is optimized for use with 
the handle in the dry position, but it may still prove useful to use it in the ice configuration on slabby thin routes. The picks 
attach and remove with a single allen bolt on the futuristic Avional head (an aluminum ally with mechanical properties 
similar to chromoly steel for the very best blend of strength and weight) that really illustrates the advances in technology 
since the historic hummingbird!

X-Dream Race Pick

X-Dream Mixed Pick

X-Dream Ice Pick

the Mixte pick is the most versatile pick for true mixed terrain. 
For this reason, it is the standard pick that comes assembled on the 
X-Dream. It is a precise blend between the other two picks to ensure 
great performance on both technical rock and mixed ice terrain. The 
beak and teeth on the underside are optimized for ice climbing (the 
teeth are almost identical to the Ice pick but reach further down the 
shaft). It also features minimalist teeth on the topside for undercuts on 
mixed terrain and a small flat hammer that can be used as a striking 
surface when the need arises. The Mixte pick weights 120 grams, with 
the thickness gradually increasing from 3 to 4 mm, 10 cm from the tip.

the ice pick is the best choice for icefall climbing. It has been 
designed to deliver amazing penetration and easy extraction in every 
kind of ice. The hammer adds the perfect amount of head weight for 
thin and brittle ice where a heavier head (140 grams) helps the pick 
penetrate ice on the first swing with less fracturing. Compared with 
the Mixte and Race picks, the tip of the ice pick is also situated 6 
mm closer to the handle giving it a controlled and natural beat very 
similar to the popular X-All Mountain ice tool. Low profile teeth on the 
underside of the pick end before the shaft as the pick gradually widens 
from 3 to 4 mm, 8 cm back from the tip of the pick. 
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even more than an innovative handle and a complete 
choice of picks, the X-Dream has other surprising features. The 
removable X-Trigger pinky pommel attaches to the hyperlight T-rated 
shaft to offer an extra swapping or resting point. Moreover, the 
specifically designed X-Grip 2 friction tape assures a solid grip on 
the shaft in wet conditions, common with ice and alpine climbing. Of 
course it is always possible, especially for dry and competitions, to 
fully customize your X-Dreams with ordinary self-adhesive rubber grip 
tape.

Fabrizio Zangrilli recommends taking the time to explore and 
discover all of the options with the X-Dream:
“Being able to customize the tool to the situation for the day is key. In 
the Ice position the handle and tool swing brilliantly, with a natural full 
extension of the elbow and wrist, allowing for power and control. For 
very steep ice, I switch to the Dry position and still use the Ice pick 
for short and controlled sticks into cauliflowered and chandeliered ice. 
The slight rotation in the wrist angle gives phenomenal endurance on 
grade 6 ice. For mixed days, the Dry position on the handle and Mixte 
pick combination is very aggressive, allowing ease of movement, 
control and holding power on alpine routes.”
Based on his experience with the tools, Zangrilli also suggests this 
test: “When you remove the picks, you understand the perfect balance 
of the handle-shaft. Place the Mixte and Ice picks on different tools 
and see the advantages immediately of the hammer-weight on the Ice 
pick, with the extra bit of swing weight, and how light the Mixte pick 
is without it”.

Very light and perfectly balanced, with the X-Dream the 
future is now. Matteo Giglio has no doubt: “The X-Dream is the 
mastertool that features all I need. Many people still believe heavy 
tools provide better penetration, but they are absolutely at fault. A very 
light (note: the X-Dream, with the standard Mixte pick, weighs just 590 
grams!) and perfectly balanced ice axe assures a more fluid action, 
less effort and therefore faster and safer climbing. No more violence 
-- today it’s possible to climb with precision and lightness. Last year, 
in Norway, I was really amazed by my X-Dreams. They instilled in me 
the essential self-confidence to climb without apprehension on some 
of the famous icefalls like the extremely challenging Lipton (WI7) and 
those authentic ice monsters that rise more than 600 meters in the 
Lærdal Fjord. 

X-Trigger

X-Grip 2
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M. Rivadossi on “Dove osano le aquile”, Gaver, Italy 
Ph. Mauro Galimberti

Dreams come true, and natural monuments become 
huge human adventures. as these adventures become 

more extreme, the X-Dream is the magic wand that 
every ice climber will want to wave.


